The callosal dilemma: explaining diaschisis in the context of hemispheric rivalry via a neural network model.
It is often suggested that a major factor in diaschisis is the loss of transcallosal excitation to the intact hemisphere from the lesioned one. However, there is long-standing disagreement in the broader experimental literature about whether transcallosal interhemispheric influences in the human brain are primarily excitatory or inhibitory. Some experimental data are apparently better explained by assuming inhibitory callosal influences. Past neural network models attempting to explore this issue have encountered the same dilemma: in intact models, inhibitory callosal influences best explain strong cerebral lateralization like that occurring with language, but in lesioned models, excitatory callosal influences best explain experimentally observed hemispheric activation patterns following brain damage. We have now developed a single neural network model that can account for both types of data, i.e., both diaschisis and strong hemisphere specialization in the normal brain, by combining excitatory callosal influences with subcortical cross-midline inhibitory interactions. The results suggest that subcortical competitive processes may be a more important factor in cerebral specialization than is generally recognized.